Compound Words

Compound words are formed by putting together two smaller words.

Directions: Help the cook brew her stew. Mix words from the first column with words from the second column to make new words. Write your new words on the lines at the bottom.

grand   brows
snow    light
eye     stairs
down    string
rose    book
shoe    mother
note    ball
moon    bud

1. ________________  5. ________________
2. ________________  6. ________________
3. ________________  7. ________________
4. ________________  8. ________________
Compound Words

**Compound words** are two words that are put together to make one new word.

**Directions:** Read the sentences. Fill in the blank with a compound word from the box.

| raincoat | bedroom | lunchbox | hallway | sandbox |

1. A box with sand is a ___________

2. The way through a hall is a ___________

3. A box for lunch is a ___________

4. A coat for the rain is a ___________

5. A room with a bed is a ___________